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we believe that a sound should not be constrained by the point of time of its inception. this is why
our service remains on to make every new genre of music available online to people through the

internet. if a song you like is not a part of the free song library, then it takes only a few simple steps
to add them to your library. the free song library is a collection of the popular and the rare songs

from various genres of music from around the world. many dances and styles are represented in this
song library. the use of vocal processing on the free song library has led to adding bigger than

average vocals to the library. the vocals in the free song library are from people all around the world
including all genders and all parts of the world. it is a unique place to discover unheard or obscure

vocal processing. we want to make the lyrics of the songs on the free song library available to you as
well. freely available lyrics will enable you to make new songs and help make it easier for you to sing
along with the music you are listening to. there are many rules and formats that songwriters impose
on music including proper chords, note values, time signatures, etc. we will help you break the rules
and follow you in your creativity. just tell us what you want to make and we will make it available to
you. we are committed to gathering & hosting the best quality tracks on culturebeat.co as soon as

possible, we seek the best quality samples and instrumentals. we update them every single day, we
are constantly searching for the ultimate source of music. if you are looking for the most unique

beats or sound effects, you are in the right spot. you can find anything from dubstep, trap, drum &
bass, trap, loops, synth loops, hip hop, reggae, house music and much more! we are constantly

adding new music every single day. thanks for listening to our acapellas and if you have a request,
please make a request and we will get back to you asap!
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